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Passing through the streets and parks of
our garden city, you will encounter the
names of historic figures who have marked
our history, from Wicksteed to Desjardins,
from Schofield to Danyluk. Not only does
Mount Royal remember who its builders
were, it proudly honours them, for they are
part of our heritage.
Yet, far from being over, our history
continues to be written. Every day,
Mount Royal grows greater due to the
constantly reaffirmed contribution of good
people whose personal touch adds to our
quality of life and even to our reputation.
We live and work alongside them and we
certainly appreciate them. However, in the
rush of everyday life, we may also forget
that the great figures of tomorrow—be
they a friend, a neighbour or even a local
business owner—are hard at work today.

These are the people we celebrate this
evening. Council wants to highlight
the exceptional contribution of quality
individuals to what Mount Royal, with its
feet well anchored in the here and now,
has become.
First launched this summer, our call for
nominations elicited a fair number of
submissions. And rightly so: whether
Townies by birth or by choice, the potential
award winners that such a recognition
process can generate are many. Those who
made the final cut deserve all the praise and
recognition that will be heaped on them
this evening.
I wish all of you a delightful gala. Thank
you for joining us at this first edition of the
Townies of Note Merit Awards.
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Categories
Award of Merit – Achievement
Person (athlete, artist, scientist, politician, businessperson, etc.)
who has distinguished him/herself in his/her field and raised
Town of Mount Royal’s profile outside the Town

Award of Merit –
Economic Development
Person who has made a significant contribution to the
Town’s economic development

Award of Merit –
Community Development
Person who has made a significant contribution to
community development in the Town

Award of Merit –
Emerging Generation
Young person (under 25) who has distinguished
him/herself locally
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	Award

of merit

chie ement

Katrine Paradis — Achievement
Katrine Paradis has a sweet tooth and
a heart filled with sunshine. She is also
known as Maman Limonade for having
organized, every summer since 2001,
popular lemonade stands in Mount Royal,
the profits from which are donated the
CHU/Ste‑Justine Foundation. Through
such efforts, Mount Royal’s generosity
is now apparent to all. That is quite
an achievement!
Over the years, stand by stand,
Katrine Paradis’s initiatives have raised
nearly $300,000 for the cause of quality
pediatric care. Does that figure seem high?
Not if you know that this resounding success
is based on more than lemon juice. Maman
Limonade is also an accomplished pastry
chef and a formidable businesswoman.
Starting from scratch, her stands have
developed into nothing less than spectacular
installations, to the point that they have
now become neighbourhood happenings.
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It is her talent in the kitchen that led
Katrine Paradis to host the Un p’tit gâteau
à la fois cooking show on Canal Vie, to
publish, in 2012, the Les Recettes du
Kiosque de limonade cookbook and to
become a contributor to Le Must magazine.
These days, she is regularly featured in
L’Express de Mont‑Royal weekly newspaper,
in which she offers Townies dairy—and
gluten-free recipes that are also posted on
her new website, kpourkatrine.com.
It is entirely appropriate to celebrate both
the contribution of this generous woman
from Mount Royal and her philanthropic
achievements. Although she recently moved
to Outremont, Katrine Paradis’s stand
will continue to be a sign of summer for
Mount Royal residents and sick children—
we have it on the best of authorities that
this happy tradition will continue.
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Economic
De elopment
Carole Ann Auger
& Daniel Noiseux — Economic Development
Always kept in good repair but long in search
of a vocation after losing its initial raison
d’être, Mount Royal Station acquired a new
lease on life in 2003 with the opening of a
La Pizzaiolle outlet, the brainchild of Daniel
Noiseux and Carole Ann Auger. At the time,
our Town centre was looking to revitalize
itself, and the arrival of La Pizzaiolle brought
the pleasure of sunny terraces and saw the
area blossom once again. Ever since, the
establishment has served one of the best
Neapolitan-style, wood-oven pizzas to be
found on Montreal Island.
Today we salute the vision of Daniel
Noiseux and Carole Ann Auger, who had the
foresight to seize a very real opportunity
that nonetheless required great finesse due
to the former station’s space limitations.
The challenge was met, and the project’s
quality and authenticity were apparent to
Townies from the outset. The owners today
refer to the charming décor and intimate
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ex aequo

ambiance as the most family-friendly of the
three Pizzaiolle outlets.
The two residents’ solid business sense and
creativity do not stop at our Town’s borders,
however. Nor are they limited to pizza. The
couple is especially well known for another
initiative, which repurposes shipping
containers into micro business spaces and
operates three of them, under the Muvbox
banner, in Montreal’s Old Port.
In Mount Royal, we are celebrating not
only the couple’s significant contribution
to the revitalization of Town centre but
also the deep respect they have shown
for preserving local heritage. In addition,
the pair was pleased to be involved in the
festivities marking the Town’s centennial in
2012, when they organized an exhibition
of old automobiles in Connaught Park, an
initiative that has continued every summer
to this day.
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JohN lewis — Economic Development
An iconic business located in Mount Royal’s
Town centre, McKenna Fleuriste de la Ville—
widely known as the McKenna flower
shop—has seen thousands of bashful
lovers, inspired decorators and families in
mourning pass through its doors. All of them
left the shop with the perfect arrangement,
no matter the occasion. This attractive shop
catches the eye from the outside, only to
greet visitors with an explosion of colour
once they enter. For many locals, the shop
has had this effect on them since childhood.
Serving residents for 65 years, the shop
has really blossomed during the last
four decades under the dedication and
stewardship of John Lewis.
While John recently passed the torch to one
of his former employees, Kevin Camara, he
will long be remembered for his devotion,
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past and present, to the people of
Mount Royal, his adoptive community. Over
the years, his floral creations have enhanced
many municipal events, special occasions
and private homes, proudly honouring the
standards of beauty and quality on which
our garden city was built. Businesses may
come and go in Town centre, but the small
flower shop at the corner of Graham and
Kindersley has always been a place you can
count on, as well as a perfect fit.
Beyond running a successful business,
John Lewis has brightened the day-to-day
existence of locals for decades. Whether he
is remembered for his magnificent floral
creations or his community involvement, it
is now, under a shower of petals, that John
embarks on his retirement. Even if he doesn’t
reside in our beautiful town, John Lewis will
forever remain a Townie of Note.
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De elopment
Jean Duchesneau — Community Development
The Centre de l’auto Beaumont deserves to
be known and recognized for what it has
become—a green garage on the leading
edge of environmental awareness—due to
the vision of its co-owners, the husband
and wife team of Jean Duchesneau and
Louise Vinet. The garage makes every
effort to reduce the volume of waste and
to recover an impressive array of containers,
products and automobile accessories. It was
also the first automobile service centre in
Quebec to receive Clé Verte certification,
in 2008.
A true leader in his field, Jean Duchesneau is
also socially involved, a man keen on giving
back to the community that has supported
his business for more than 30 years. Over the
decades, he has sponsored many community
events and often been among the first to
offer his support to fellow citizens and local
organizations requesting it.
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Generous with his time, he is very active in
the St-Joseph de Mont-Royal parish. He is
also involved with the Quebec Society for
Disabled Children (QSDC); a member of
the organization’s board or directors since
2002, he has been its chair since 2012. An
active individual and enthusiastic traveller,
he has combined “business” with pleasure,
helping to raise funds for the QSDC by
taking part in expeditions to Machu Picchu,
the Everest Base Camp and Kilimanjaro.
In 1994, Jean Duchesneau received the medal
of the Order of St. John for his volunteer
work with St. John Ambulance. In 2012,
he was decorated with Queen Elisabeth’s
Diamond Jubilee Medal in recognition of
his many accomplishments.
With his passion, generosity, history of
volunteerism and community involvement,
Jean Duchesneau amply deserves the
title of Townie of Note in the Community
Development category.
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Maya Chammas — Emerging Generation
Only 22 years old, Maya Chammas has
already had an inspiring career path.
Overflowing with energy and big on fitness,
she has stood out in the community for
several years now. These days she leads a
number of popular Zumba classes. But her
involvement goes beyond the activities
themselves: Maya Chammas is interested in
body image and self-esteem from a broader
wellness perspective.
As a student at Pierre Laporte High School,
she organized a fashion show featuring a
wide range of body types and titled “ 0 is
not a size! ” The following years saw her
further developing her talent and initiative
and becoming increasingly involved in the
Mount Royal community. At age 19, she
took part in the Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society of Canada’s Team in Training
fundraising program. Her local activities
having raised $4,000, she went to
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San Francisco to run for the cause. Events
she then organized enabled her to raise
more than $15,000 for various causes.
Enriched by her experience, she recently
founded her own charitable organization,
Move for a Cure, which is currently gearing
up to launch its activities.
Employed part-time by the Recreation
Centre for several years now, first as a day
camp monitor and then as an instructor,
Maya Chammas also volunteers as a
resident for many of the Town’s special
events. It is her know-how and drive that
she places at the service of the community,
working with adults as well as children.
She especially enjoys seeing the latter
develop self-confidence.
For her big heart and her infectious energy,
Maya Chammas is this year’s recipient of
the Emerging Generation award.
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